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Thanks for picking up 
this Quick Guide. 
Maybe you head up website development at your organization, and are seeking 
content management solutions that will help your team(s) speed up site  
deployment. Maybe you work at a digital agency and are always looking for ways  
to bring client projects to production faster. In any case, you have something  
to say about digital marketing strategy and the efficient delivery of great website  
experiences to users. 

As digital marketers, we are constantly under pressure to launch new web  
properties quickly. Yet many enterprises large and small still aren’t getting the  
return on investment they expect from new website initiatives. Why?  
Because the whole process moves too darn slow.
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So without further ado,  
here are some of the reasons  

that new website projects take so 
long to launch, and the
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Here are the five primary reasons why digital marketers often don’t realize the  
return on investment they expected from website projects:  

•  New websites are too hard to launch without I.T. development expertise – 
whether in-house or outsourced.

•  Websites are overly complex to manage without ongoing support from  
technical experts. 

•  They are perpetually outdated, because digital marketers don’t and/or can’t 
fully control them.

•  Websites don’t easily integrate with the latest marketing tools & technology, 
such as content and data sources that would help deliver richer user  
experiences.

•  Slow or delayed digital experiences risk alienating buyers, frustrating  
customers, and giving market advantage  to competitors.

Today’s digital marketers – even those at companies that aren’t driven by  
e-commerce – need more flexibility in the way they launch and manage their  
websites. Your customers deserve great web experiences. As a  marketing team  
you need to be agile, self-reliant and responsive enough to deliver them.

5
WAYS

to speed them up.
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Break over-reliance on I.T.  
Find ways to self-service.
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87% 
CMOs 

who believe their organization  
is “not high performing” in digital  

experience delivery.
Source: Accenture

64% 
Large brands that  

scored from “very poor”  
to just “OK”

on Forrester’s Customer  
Experience Index. 

Source: Forrester

Collaborate with I.T. to optimize 
web projects for speed.
I.T. has a valuable role to play at any enterprise concerned about security, compliance 
and the stability of backend infrastructure. But when it comes to provisioning the 
marketing tools and technologies that will power optimal web experiences for your 
visitors, you need the power to choose. Marketing needs to comply with I.T. strategy 
and procurement policies. I.T. needs to free your team from technical roadblocks that 
slow and stall projects.
 
Create a win-win scenario by clearly splitting the responsibilities of marketing and I.T. 
to maximize effectiveness. I.T. can be liberated from the tactical burden of website 
support by letting marketers own front-end presentation and the customer  
experience. However, the Big Data that powers dynamic, personalized experiences 
may remain locked in distributed systems (e.g. ERP, CRM) that I.T. controls. Strike the 
right balance for smoother collaboration.
 
Your digital marketing efforts risk being perpetually one step behind without a certain 
level of autonomy over managing your web properties. Over-reliance on I.T. expertise 
hinders your ability to test new campaign ideas, experiment with new delivery  
methods such as mobile, and nimbly respond to changes and challenges in the  
marketplace. Customers and prospects who receive less-than-stellar web experiences 
with your company or brand don’t take the desired actions.

https://www.facebook.com/CrownPeakWEM
https://twitter.com/crownpeak
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Follow this advice to emancipate and 
empower your marketing team:
•  Outline a collaboration plan for the hand-off between Marketing and I.T. 

Chances are that I.T. would like to free their team from some of the tech support 
tickets generated by Marketing. Giving Marketing greater autonomy over their own 
web properties through self-service initiatives will ease the burden on I.T.

•  Define the role of internal marketing. Ask yourself what parts of the process 
your team would like (and would not like) to own. This includes website strategy, 
design, content, production schedule, site approval and launch. Internal teams 
should handle as many of these core roles as possible, and only use partners as  
a resource to speed time-to-market.

•  Put the focus on website strategy & design. Not on the latest whiz-bang  
technology. Make sure the website solution selected will openly support the  
technologies already in your marketing stack, without forcing you to switch or  
migrate. Beware any solution for which complex systems integration is required 
for successful implementation or application. 

•  Encourage localization. Larger marketing organizations should encourage  
distributed ownership of web properties at both the regional and individual  
brand level. The head office should standardize tools, data, frameworks and  
media assets. This allows marketing leadership to control the brand centrally  
and promote digital consistency while coaching local teams to succeed.

•  Consider the right agency partner. A well-chosen digital agency can guide,  
mentor and offload a lot of expertise and work to speed implementation cycles 
when it comes time to actually build the site. They should be experts in rapid  
website deployment tools and technology.
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67% 
CIOs 

who claim ownership over  
Content Management Platforms.

33%
CMOs 

who claim they own it. 
SOURCE: CMO CLUB/CIO MAGAZINE
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Simplify your website strategy  
for better targeting

2
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You want your new website to do a lot of things. 
Avoid a laundry list that will be impossible to accomplish. 
It’s best to take a more pragmatic approach. Improving web experiences is all about making incremental improvements over time. 
Just as marketing campaign success is about targeting, testing, measuring the results and readjusting as necessary. 

This bar doesn’t have to be set impossibly high. Break the strategy of any new website property down into three questions that ask:

You’ll notice that these are all process-oriented questions. What’s the point of a new website if it doesn’t streamline or improve 
something previously broken, hard or impossible to do? With each question above, think of the intended RESULT and work backward 
to fix the broken process.

Rapid website launches result from deliberate action. To implement quicker, embrace a continually iterative agile approach.  
Not everything has to go live on day one. Push new improvements into production on top of past improvements to optimize web 
experiences, over time. 
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1 2 3What is the one 
primary GOAL of 
our website?

What is the one 
thing we should 
STOP doing?

What is the one 
thing we should 
START doing?
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Take the easy road when it comes  
to improving web experiences.
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The easy road to better web experiences begins 
with taking a walk in your customer’s shoes.  
Start with simple actions that end simple frustrations –  
but make a large impact on improving the visitor experience. 
It can be as basic as remembering the customer and starting their next website visit where they left off, using personalization  
to push them ever closer to the desired action. You may want to focus on fixes to common service and support issues, streamlining 
backend workflows to have the website deliver step-by-step guidance or instant resolution. Other easy-to-implement ideas  
include improved site navigation, contextual search and geolocation awareness.

It’s about moving decisively to a place of improved customer experiences by removing barriers, stopping the “stupid”, and relying 
on website technology that can craft new “smarter” processes based on customer behaviors. 
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47% 
I.T. roadblocks

46% 
Legacy technology

19% 
Conversion uplift realized by  

websites that offer personalized visitor 
experiences. 

Major barriers  
to adopting or 

improving website 
personalization,

according to digital 
marketers: SOURCE: ECONSULTANCY

SOURCE: ECONSULTANCY
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Speed up development at 
each and every step.
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You’ve set a clear strategy. 
You’ve designed a beautiful website. 
It’s time to actually build the site. Keep to the schedule  
and focus on speed. 
We’re talking weeks, not months.
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“In the crucial web channel, marketers will benefit  
from solutions that can be sourced, learned  

and launched easily and quickly – without the need  
for long procurement cycles, complicated  

implementations or over-reliance on IT.” 
- TIM WALTERS PH.D., DIGITAL CLARITY GROUP 
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Keep your eyes on the prize. 
Avoid excessive custom coding at all costs. Open source CMS (e.g. WordPress) has democratized website development for  
small businesses. There’s no reason that the largest global corporations should still suffer long launch cycles. Evaluate  
enterprise CMS solutions on how much I.T. development and systems integration support is required. Stretch your budget  
by prioritizing open design and interoperability with your existing marketing technology infrastructure.

Look for content management vendors who can support off-the-shelf the back-end integrations and migrations you require. 
Your new website should to be able to access all customer content and data necessary to deliver great experiences 
(e.g. Salesforce, Marketo, Google Analytics, etc.). It should take weeks not months for your website platform of choice to integrate 
with the third party solutions in your marketing stack.

Consider the Cloud. 
Web content management solutions with a software-as-a-service delivery model eliminate many implementation steps typical  
to installed on-premise alternatives (See figure 1). Cloud platforms are provisioned with no hardware to buy, nothing to install 
and configure. Plus there’s no need for performance tuning, security testing, software updates, etc. – a cloud platform takes  
care of all that. 
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Sizing

= Steps that can be removed with a cloud CMS
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Disaster 
Recovery
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Backup
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Hardware  
Procurement

Software
Licensing Installation Configuration

Wireframes Integrations Implementation WCM 
Customization

High  
Availability

Testing

Disaster 
Recovery
Testing

LiveFunctional
Acceptance

IT

MARKETING

Marketing and IT meet here
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Empower your teams to easily  
maintain websites
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Take control of your web  
content management, now and 
in the future.  
Make your websites self-sufficient and 
easy to maintain. 
If your enterprise’s CMS is too old, too inflexible, too unstable or requires constant 
I.T. help desk support to troubleshoot: Replace it.
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73% 
Consumers who  

get frustrated by irrelevant 
web content. 

SOURCE: HUBSPOT
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Here are some guidelines for selecting the right site platform for your organization. 
It should empower:

•  Website deployment that’s easy FOR digital marketers, managed BY  
digital marketers.

•  I.T. requirements on the backend such as scalability, security, performance, 
reliability and compliance support.

•  Ease of migration/integration with everything you’ve already got to protect 
past marketing and technology investments.

•  Web experiences that are functionally rich and increasingly more complex  
as your digital experience strategies and practices become savvier.

•  Automation of the “busywork” with a tool that offers workflow support,  
review/approval and paperless processing so your team is free to be  
more responsive.

Larger enterprises will also want to evaluate system performance, reliability,  
information security, regulatory compliance support and the platform’s ability  
to scale. 

Finally, every marketing organization should embrace measurement employing 
dashboard tools and technologies that help make better decisions in real-time. 
These could include being able to evaluate metrics such as page views, referring 
URLs and conversion statistics directly in the context of the content being affected. 

I.T. industry analysts predict:
BY 2017
CMOs

will purchase more  
technology than 

CIOs. 
SOURCE: GARTNER
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Faster website launches come  
down to a matter of marketing  
independence. 

Digital marketers need greater flexibility and autonomy over the way sites are 
built, deployed and maintained. Your customers deserve great web experiences 
and your team needs to be agile enough to respond. Rich behavior data translates 
to richer more engaging content – and your customers will love you for it. The 
results of being self-reliant eliminate unnecessary time and expense today, while 
future-proofing your web properties for tomorrow. 
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A Special Offer from CrownPeak
Want to learn more about how digital marketers at major brands got their  
sites live in weeks not months? 

Contact us today and we’ll customize a briefing according to your team’s unique needs and requirements. 
We’ve helped Prudential, BNY Mellon and Kaiser Permanente launch sites in record time – as little as six 
weeks. Learn how CrownPeak can do the same for you.

About CrownPeak
CrownPeak Technology provides the enterprise’s only open cloud platform for Web Experience Management. Since 2001, CrownPeak has pioneered the software-as-a-
service delivery model for web content management systems. Digital marketers at large enterprises and leading agencies worldwide rely on CrownPeak to launch  
websites fast, affordably and without overburdening I.T. CrownPeak’s WEM platform powers personalized digital experiences across thousands of global websites,  
optimized by native integration with more than 60 best-of-breed marketing data and content sources. Customers include AFLAC, AIG, Diageo, Eli Lilly, Kaiser Permanente, 
Men’s Wearhouse, MetLife, Prudential and Sony Music. For more information, visit www.CrownPeak.com.

EMAIL  SALES@CROWNPEAK.COM  TEL 1.800.887.1944  WEB WWW.CROWNPEAK.COM  
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